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Comment Share Awakening is a system to make your hero more powerful 6★ last 6★ and the hero's level cap and the requirements to increase the power of one of its abilities 6★ &gt; 7★ - 4x 5★ factional heroes 7★ &gt; 8★★ &gt; - 1x 6x 6★ Hero, 3x5 ★ Hero 8★ &gt;★ - 1x6★ Faction Hero, 2x 5★ Hero, 1x5★ Same Hero, 9★ &gt;10★ - 2x5★ Same Hero, 1x 6★ Hero, 1x9★
★ Faction Hero Upgrade Requirements 60&gt;80 100K+400x80&gt;100 500K+1000x Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. 30. April 2019 um 07:00 · Breaking News!  Higher activation levels are finally scheduled to be released!  For more news?Let's get started! E4: Any 10 Star Hero*1 + Host Hero*1 E5: Any 10 Star Hero*1 + Host Hero*1
and when will you release?I'll let you know!  --- Lutz reports. Idol Wars: Legendary Heroes 44.719 Geffert das Latest from Idle Wars: Legendary Heroes is the first to experience a whole new 3D idol RPG. Mobile Legends: Adventure 1, 1 Mio. Geffert dasMobile Legend: Adventure is a unique idle RPG game that offers spectacular backgrounds, immersive heroes. Mare Ansechen
4,7 Miogefeld Dasdota is a competitive game of action and strategy played both professionally and casually.3.018 Geffert dasMGL_MLBBGreationLeague Create engaging and exciting MLBB fan art content for all MLBB players .14 Mio. Geffert-Dasses RB Rating: Blood and Teen, Fantasy Violence, MildLy Suggestive Themes, Alcohol and Tobacco Use |.. 15.975 Geffert
Dasjust for Fun110.182 Geffert d'Abod idol RPG (Zombie Strike) Idol Arena Evolution Legend 397 Gefeld dasApp-Seité151 gefät dasApp-Seite151 gefät dasApp-Seite 151 gefät dasA Story Driven Idol RPG Real Time Co-op Play, p2 Trading, Unique Style, p2 Trading, Unique Style, Might &amp; Magic: Age of Chaos 20.518 Gefeld das Might &amp; Magic Official Facebook Page:
Age of Chaos where you can find the latest game information,... 1,6 Mio. Geffert Das Rise is a mobile MMO real-time strategy game inspired by history. PerksOption 1Option 1Option 2Option 2Option 31HP +12% Atk + 8% HP +5%, Atk +3%, Speed + 202Crit dmg receives -15%, +12% extra damage (excluding DOT) when attacking high HP opponents Healing Effect +15% At the
end of round, at the end of the round (hero healing 15% of the lost HPAt end of the round), the chance to remove 1 status 4HP +12% Atk + 8% HP +5%, Atk +3%, speed +205 plus normal or skill attack, heal 15% of damage. Heal 15% of damage with normal or skill attacks. When you receive a fatal amount of damage, you are exempt from one round of direct and DOT damage
(no damage caused by marks) N/ACredits: Kaotic Upgrade Cost E4 = 15k Promotional Stone; Level Cap = 310 E5 = 20k Promotional Stone; Level Cap = 330 Screenshot Introduction of idle hero There are six classes of hero itself. The first one is a hero forest, fortress, shadow and levis and hero light andWright and Dark heroes are rarer than others, and they only have 5 native 5*
heroes for 12 in other classes (11 for the forest) (you can make 10*). They also take longer to build high power because they are much harder to achieve. These heroes usually make a little dream when new players want to reach them, but what about it? Is it beneficial? What are their strengths and weaknesses? Why make a light/dark hero? First of all, Light/Dark Hero offers you
to reach some aura, the most played is one hero from each class and a rainbow team. In this team you will need bright heroes and dark ones, which is probably the most used aura on the game by people (heroes of each class seem easier to ride than, say, 6 of the same class, and they bring really interesting advantages). These heroes are also targeted at the majority of the
game's best heroes in PvE and PvP. First of all, investing in these heroes doesn't mean you want it in your scrolls, it's 100% RNG in this place, but what exactly are we talking about when we talk about investing/focusing on these heroes? Your Prophet Orb in L&amp;D (exchanges are inaccessible to them), make daily attacks on sealed ground, finally copy thanks to the glorious
relics you will soon learn it on your own, patience, if you want to make an L&amp;D hero, it will be even more so. You will need more or less time depending on whether you spend your luck and money, but on average it will take about a year to play for free and ride your hero in the last stage (E3). In mobile games, a lot of the time may seem very long, but being in idle games, the
problem is knowing what to spend during this investment: from lowest to highest. Prophet Orb This event is one of the most eagerly awaited by players and you will win several types of resources in three categories. Branches, 4 ⭐ ️ (heroes or fragments) and 5 ⭐ ️ (heroes or fragments). For ⭐ ️ 5-year-old hero, you ⭐ ️ any 5-year-old. That's the big difference ⭐ ️ scrolling that doesn't give
you an exclusive native 5-year-old (for example, it's impossible to have a glenn in Orbs). The L&amp;D variant does not affect branches that are exclusive to other hero classes. L&amp;D Orbes: 4* Fragments exclusively light and dark. Classic 5* (so there are no l&amp;d heroes here) and random 4* and 5 * Hero non-L&amp;D Olbs fragments: 4* / 5 * Classic 4* and 5 * Hero
fragments randomly in selected factions. So, you will lose food contributions in other classes, but the chances of having a good hero here are very small, you slow down the rest of your team to advance to these heroes more quickly. In Sealland, you will have ordinary 4⭐ ️ fragments on the same levelStarting the first L&amp;D course becomes complicated.) This variant is on a
crystal that allows you to have an unusual hero at the end, but the price of a light or dark hero is 1.5 times more expensive (12k instead of 8k), but in the other case you can have a random 5⭐ ️ between four classes called rare (they are the same heroes as those in the glory market). At the same level, obviously aiming at l&amp;d you have a lot to gain, if you have a certain gap (e.g.
level 3 against level 8), the main contribution of this building is food, so if the gap exceeds 2 levels, you will remain on the traditional course. Relics and events here, we are in a decision making situation. You have to sacrifice some heroes to get others. I recommend trying to get these heroes if they are at your door than others, but it is not generalized, some other heroes have
nothing to envy L&amp;D and having an extra copy of these heroes could be a much better option. Article monster feature shared by Ememy Renot unlocks at level 70. It buffs your team and has its own active abilities, but you don't have a basic attack and you can't attack. You can activate one monster at a time for each team. (i.e. .) Most of the teams use 1 monster unless you
need to set up multiple teams in Champion Trials etc.) they need Monster Soul to level up their active abilities. They need chaos stones to level up aura and runes. It will cost about 800M Gold, 691K Monster Souls and 144K Chaos Stones to make the most of the monsters completely. Wolf needs 240 Monster Souls to be active. Owls need 240 monster souls to activate. Deer need
320 monster souls to activate. Fox needs 320 Monster Souls to activate. Dragon needs 410 Monster Souls to activate. Snakes need 410 monster souls to activate. Boulder Golem (Rock) requires 410 Monster Souls to activate. Ice Golem (Ice) requires 410 Monster Souls to activate. Phoenix needs 410 Monster Souls to activate. Monster Guide / Which Monster is the best overall
starting monster to choose Phoenix. This is mainly because it is a kind of hybrid of both deer and wolves. Phoenix handles a decent amount of damage with some burning damage over time and also heals your hero. Wolf is still the strongest PvE monster, just for broken space. Wolf is all about PvE monsters, so that's all that's really good. Phoenix will keep your hero alive and help
you do decent damage while Wolf does the only damage. The deer's main problem as a departing monster is that it heals 20% of the hero's total HP, and if you're in an early/mid-game, 20% of it will be much less than Phoenix's flat healing rate. Deer are great end game monsters all around, but not as good as phoenix early/mid games. Dragon is a solid PvP monster throughout the
game. Not only does its active have a chance to stun the enemy, but it also inflicts a lot of holy damage on your hero. That second move gives you a critical chance,Damage. Phoenix Excellent early/mid-game, overall the best monster early/mid-game, but may fall off the slow game. Inflicts that passive damage/critical damage. Wolf Good early/mid game PvP, the best monsters for
PvE, fall off slow game in PvP. Otherwise, skip it and max your flange speed only if you are your main monster for PvP! Dragon Good Early/Mid/Late Game Right Hero (hero rather than benefiting from its critical/holy damage) its passive critical gives it a critical damage/critical chance. Deer OK early/mid-game PvP/PvE, especially GW/Brave Trial/Sealland (great synergy with
Valkyrie, the early/mid-game deer team will lose to the Phoenix/Wolf team assuming the hero lineup is the same) overall slow game-wide monsters. Its receiving gives armor/blocks. Play your monsters and get back all monster material Monster Soul/Chaos Stones to play your monsters, but you don't have to get any gold back. Play only if you can spare gold to level up your new
monsters. Chaos Stones are rarer/more expensive and can be bottlenecks to get the most out of your monsters. However, it is also a viable option to rush the monster level by purchasing Monster Soul to max out monster damage. TL;DR (How to Pick/Upgrade Monsters) If you don't have a full E5 team Phoenix is the best overall monster, if you have a full E5 team, deer is the best
overall monster If you need both PvE and PvP monsters, go to Phoenix only if you build different monsters than these three, play only if you can spare money and follow the guide above. If you spare no gold to do the play, keep your current monster and work towards the monster you decide to build on the guide above. Keep in mind that having three monsters is important for the
trials of champions. Infographic Infographic
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